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Asymptotic expressions are obtained for elastic ·wrr, 1rN, and NN scattering amplitudes in 
the region where the principal Regge pole passes through the value j = 0. The Gell-Mann 
hypothesis on the vanishing of the residues of physical partial wave amplitudes is in agree
ment with their analytic properties near j = 0 and ensures the finite nature of all scattering 
amplitudes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AccORDING to recently developed ideas, [1] the 
asymptotic behavior of amplitudes for the elastic 
scattering of strongly interacting particles through 
small angles at large energies is governed by a 
single Regge pole with quantum numbers of the 
vacuum. This pole is generally referred to as the 
principal vacuum pole, the Pomeranchuk pole, or 
the P-pole. It is a pole of a function of two com
plex variables f ( j, t), which is the analytic continu
ation of the partial wave amplitude fj ( t) in the 
crossed channel, corresponding to the annihilation 
of a particle-antiparticle pair into another pair 
(the annihilation or t channel). The function 
f(j, t) coincides with fj(t) when j = 2n -an even 
value of the quantum number corresponding to the 
total angular momentum, and It is equal to the 
energy in the barycentric frame (c.m.s.). In the 
elastic scattering channel ( s -channel) t has the 
meaning of the square of the momentum transfer. 

The position of the P-pole in the j plane is a 
function of t: j p = a ( t ) , and in the region of in
terest to us t lies to the right of other singulari
ties of f( j, t). For t = 0 (scattering through zero 
angle) a( 0) = 1, which ensures the constancy of 
the total scattering cross section at large energies. 
For smaller t (scattering through small angles) 
the position of the pole should move to the left 
along the real axis in the j plane. This gives rise 
to the falling off of the elastic scattering cross 
section with increasing energy and to the narrowing 
of the effective cone of elastic scattering as com
pared with diffraction, [1] as was already observed 
experimentally. [Z] For certain t = t 0 the pole tra
jectory may pass the point j = a ( t 0 ) = 0, as appar
ently is the case in actuality. [3] 

But the value j = 0 corresponds to a physical 
point in the complex angular momentum plane. To 
it corresponds a stationary state of the system in 
the t channel, i.e., a particle of spin 0 and mass 
-It;. Since t 0 < 0, we have a physically meaning
less state-a "ghost." In the scattering channel 
this manifests itself in the scattering amplitude 
becoming infinite at t = t 0• 

Gell-Mann has advanced a hypothesis, [4] which 
in a very natural way eliminates this difficulty. 
This hypothesis consists of the assumption that 
for the given values of j and t the partial wave 
amplitude is not a number but a matrix, corre
sponding to the various transformations of the 
t-channel system (for example, the transforma
tion of a pion pair into a pion pair, or into nucleon 
pairs with different spins s and orbital angular 
momenta l ). Among the possible states of this 
system one may find states for which the value 
j = 0 is not physical (for example the triplet state 
of a nucleon pair for j = l + 1 ) . If the pole is pres
ent in only those elements of the matrix f( j, t) 
which correspond to transitions into such states, 
then the passage of the pole trajectory through 
the point j = 0 does not give rise to the appear
ance of a "ghost." 

However, Gell-Mann arrived at the conclusion 
that one of the nucleon-nucleon scattering ampli
tudes nevertheless remained infinite and to elimi
nate this difficulty introduced another pole trajec
tory, which he called the Q-trajectory. We shall 
show below that this latter difficulty actually does 
not arise and that the original Gell-Mann hypothe
sis is sufficient to eliminate the "ghost." More
over, if one accepts the usual ideas about the ana
lytic properties of partial wave amplitudes as 
functions of j then it turns out that the matrix 
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f(j, t) cannot simultaneously have the pole a(t0 ) 

= 0 in its "sense" and "nonsense" (for j = 0) 
elements. Therefore the hypothetical part of Gell
Mann's assumption consists only in the alternative 
choice of the version desirable for the theory. 

2. PARTIAL WAVE AMPLITUDES IN THE 
t CHANNEL 

If we restrict ourselves to the three processes: 
pion-pion, pion-nucleon, and nucleon-nucleon scat
tering, whose amplitudes are denoted respectively 
by Uba ( U7r7r, U1rN, VNN), then we must consider 
eight invariant amplitudes-functions of the kine
matic invariants: U, A, B, Hi, which enter into the 
following well known expressions: [5,6] 

V~,., = U (s, t), (1) 

UnN =A (s, t) U (- p~) U (PI) 

+ B (s, t) (Pzp.- P~p.) u (- p~) y~'-u (p1), (2) 
3 

UNN = ~ H; (s, t) [u (p2) oiu (- p~)l [u (- p~) oiu (p1)l, 
i=l 

(3) 

where t =(pi +pi) 2, s = (pi-p2) 2, oi arethemat
rices forming the five Fermi covariants 

Ql = 1, Q2 =r, 
1'-

0 4 = irsr , 
P· 

Pi and p2 are the 4-momenta of the particle, and 
Pi and pf of the antiparticle in the t channel be
fore and after the collision respectively (for dis
cussion of scattering of the particles, i.e., for the 
s channel, one must replace Pi by -Pi and P2 by 
- pf). The normalization of the spinor amplitudes 
u(p) is such that 

u (p) U (p) = Po/[Po!, 

and the amplitudes Uba are normalized such that 
the effective differential cross section is expressed 
in the form: 

k, 1 u I" d d:J1w = ---,;-- W'[ ba - 0, 

"' 
where ki and k2 stand for the magnitudes of the 
momenta before and after collision, W is the total 
energy, and do is the solid angle element in the 
c.m.s. 

In Eqs. (1)-(3) a definite isospin T in the t 
channel is assumed. We shall be interested in the 
value T = 0. 

Next we must find the expansion of the ampli
tudes in partial waves in the c.m.s., in the physi
cal region of the t channel. Although the form of 
these expansions is known [6, 7] we present a deri-

vation in order to be able to follow their character
istic features. To this end we express the quanti
ties bilinear in the spinor amplitudes u that enter 
Eqs. (2) and (3) in terms of two-component spinors 
that define nucleon polarization. Making use of 
the explicit expressions for u(p) 

u (p) = _1_ (Ye + mv1 ) 
1 f2m Ve-m(an1 )vi ' 

( - ') __ 1_ (- Ye-m(an1)w1) 
u PI - V2m Ve + mw1 ' 

where CTi are the Pauli matrices, m is the mass, 
E is the energy-, and ni is a unit vector in the di
rection of motion of the incident nucleon in the 
c.m.s. of the nucleon and antinucleon, and of anal
ogous expressions for u(p2 ) and u(- p:!), we ar
rive at expressions in which the spin states of the 
nucleon-antinucleon pair appear in terms of the 
quantities 

* • 
X1 = wiwl, X2 = VzW2, 

* * Xl = WI a·vu X2 = V20'Wz; 

Xi and x2 represent singlet states, and Xi and x2 

represent triplet states. (Let us note that the spin 
states of the nucleon are determined by the spinor 
v, and those of the antinucleon by the spinor w*cr2.) 

The amplitudes U1rN and UNN may then be ex
pressed in the form: 

U"N = F1 (zlnr) + F2 ([nlzl] [nrn2 ]), (4)* 

U NN = f1XIX2 + fz (zlnr) (zznz) 

+ f3 ([n1x1l [nzx2l) + f4 ([nl [n1Xdl [nz [n2x21]) 

+ fs {(nlxi) ([n2x2l [n2n11) + (n2X2) ([nrxll [nln2J)}, (5) 

where Fi and fi are functions of the invariants t 
and z = ni • n2. 

It is seen from Eq. (4) that the pion pair can go 
over only into triplet states of the nucleon-anti
nucleon pair, with Fi being the amplitude for the 
annihilation of the longitudinal component of the 
triplet state vector Xi (spin projection along the 
direction of the momentum ills = 0 ), and F 2 being 
the amplitude for the annihilation of the transverse 
component (I ms I = 1). Analogously it can be 
seen from Eq. (5) that f1 is the amplitude for tran
sition from the singlet to the singlet state. The re
maining amplitudes correspond to transitions be
tween triplet states: f2 -between longitudinal com
ponents (ms 1 = ms 2 = 0 ), f3 and f4 -between trans
verse components (I ms1 I = I ms2 1 = 1) and f5 -be
tween longitudinal and transverse and vice versa 
(ms 1 = 0, lms 2 1 = 1 or lms 1 1 = 1, ms 2 = 0). 

*[n,x,] = n, x X•· 
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By comparing Eqs. (2) with (4) and (3) with (5) 
it is not hard to express the invariant amplitudes 
in terms of the Fi and fi: 

A 2m F + 4m2 'F 
= - V t- 4m2 1 V t (t - 4m2) z 2 ' 

where J-L is the pion mass, 

z' = (n1n2) =- (2s + t- 2m2 - 2fl2)/V(t- 4m2) (t -4ft2), 

(7) 

where 

z = (n1n 2) = - 1 - t __:~.. (9) 

Equations (4) and (5) are in a convenient form 
for expansion in partial wave amplitudes, i.e., in 
eigenstates of the total angular momentum of the 
system. Since the spin wave functions x or X 
enter linearly into U7rN and bilinearly into UNN 
we may write 

UNN ='Xt'(2!1 (z, t) + 'Xti 'X2k Fik (n1, n2, t). (10) 

The expansions of F and Fik have the following 
form (see, for example, [SJ): 

F (n1, n2, t) = 4:rt 2j f~A (t) Y;M (n2) Y7M (n1), 
jM).. . 

'\;'1 j 1.2 !., Fik (n1, n2, t) = 4:rt L..J {A,~., (t) [YiM (n2)Jk [YiM (n1)L, (11) 
/MI., I., 

where the YjM are spherical harmonics and Yj'M: 
are vector spherical harmonics; A., A.1, A.2 take on 
three values corresponding to the three types of 
vector spherical harmonics: longitudinal 

Y}M (n) = nY1M (n) 

and two transverse of different parities 

Y'M (n) = Vi(;+ 1) VY1M (n), 

Y13M (n) = V 1 [n'V] Y1·M (n) i(i+1) 

[by VYfn) is understood p(o/op)Y(p/p)]. 

Introducing these expressions into Eq. (10) and 
using the identity 

(where Pj is the Legendre function) we obtain 
for U1rN the following expansion: 

Un.N = ~ (2j +1){t~dxlnl) +Vi(; + 1l t~2(X1V1)}P; (z'), 

I u~ 
from which, by comparison with Eq. (4), we find 

()() 

F1 = 2] (2j + 1) f~1 (t) PI (z'), 
i=O 

F = ~ (2i + 1) f~ (t) p'. (z') (13) 
2 -:=1 f j (j + 1) 2 I 

(the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 
the argument ) . 

From Eq. (11) we obtain for UNN 

UNN=2](2j +1){f~o'Xl'X2 +f{dxtnl) <x2n2) 
i 

+ i u ~ 1/'2 <x1v 1) <x2 v 2) 
1 i 

+ i u + 1l {33 (ln1x1l V 1) ([n2x2l V 2) 

1 i } + ViU + 1/12 l(xlnl) <x2'Y2) + <x2n2) <x1V1)l P1 (z).(14) 

Comparing Eqs. (14) and (5) we find 
00 ()() 

{ 1 = 2j (2j + 1) fbo (t) Pi (z), {2 = 2] (2j + 1) [{1 (t) P; (z), 
i=O i=O 

00 2j + 1 . ' . " 
t3 = LJ i (i + 1l {n3 (t) [zP1 (z)l'- t~2 (t) P1 (z)}, 

i=1 

co 2j I I · ' · " f4 = LJ i (j ~ 1) U~2 (t) [zPi (z)]' -!~3 (t) P; (z)}, 
i=l 

After adding to Eqs. (12) and (14) the expansions 
of the amplitude U 

00 

(15) 

U = 2j (2j + 1) f~n (t) Pi (z), 
i=O 

(16) 

we have all the necessary expansions. . 
The table shows a scheme for the matrix ~a 

and serves to clarify the notation introduced for 
the partial wave amplitudes. The states a and b 
are denoted by the symbols 1r, 1, 2, 3, 0. 

3. PROPERTIES OF THE PARTIAL WAVE AM
PLITUDES NEAR a = 0 

From Eq. (11) it is not hard to obtain the in
verse relations that give the partial wave ampli
tudes in terms of the amplitudes fi and Fi: 
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2 pions 

even ((-1/) 

longitudinal 

1t 1 

n t~, t~1 

t{ 1 

2 

3 

0 

f~t. = 4
1n ~ F (nl, n2, t) y;·.~ (n1) YiM (n2) do 1do2 , 

f{, t., = 4~ ~ F,k (n1. n2, t) IY~.~ (n1)L IYlM (n2)h do1do 2• 

These expressions, when YfM is replaced by its 
explicit form, reduce easily to integrals involving 
only Fi, fi, and the Legendre functions. Using for 
Fi and fi dispersion relations in the variable z, 
we obtain expressions for the partial-wave ampli
tudes which can be easily continued into the region 
of complex j. [1] Without giving the explicit form 
of the fb we shall remark on their gene.z:al struc
t':lre wh1Jh distinguishes the amplitudes f{2 and 
f~2 from the remaining ones. All amplitudes con
tain integrals of the form [s, 7J 

00 

Ai = k (j) ~ A (t, z) Q1 (z) dz, 
Zo 

where A is the absorptive part of the correspond
ing amplitude, Qz is the Legendre function of the 
second kind and l = j, j ± 1, and the coefficient 
k(j) is a rational function of j. Therefore, in ac
cordance with our general ideas, we take it that in 
the region of interest the partial amplitudes have 
as a function of j no singularities other than poles. 
However the functions fL and f~2 contain in k(j) 
the factor ~ j (j + 1) , i.e., they have "kinematic" 
branch points at j = 0 and j = - 1. Extracting 
these we write 

'"~ (j, t) = Jlj (j + 1) <rr.? (j, t), - ·-

t12 u. t) = Vj u + 1) tr12 u. t), (17) 

where q;7r2 and q; 12 will be taken to have, like the 
remaining partial wave amplitudes, no singulari
ties other than poles. 

Nucleon-antinucleon 

triplet singlet 

I odd ( (-1)i+1) 

transverse I 

I 
I 

2 3 
I 

0 I 
I 

t~2 0 0 

t{2 0 0 

t~2 0 0 

f~a 0 

fbo 

Let us consider now the structure of the matrix 
fba(j,t) near the vacuum pole jp = a(t). As can 
be seen from the table, fba separates into the ma
trix fb'a' (a', b' = 1r, 1, 2) and the diagonal ele
ments f33• foo· In the general case the poles appear 
in the elements of one of the three submatrices; the 
vacuum pole can appear only in the elements of 

fb'a'· 
Let 

f = gba (j, I) 
ba j- ex (I) 

(a, b = n, I, 2). (18) 

As a result of the unitarity condition the residues 
~a of the functions fba at the pole j = a ( t) [ rba 
=~a( a, t )] are related as follows: [9] 

(19) 

Let us take into account the fact that f2a is of the 
form, Eq. (17). Let 

It then follows from Eq. (19) that (a= rr, 1) 

(20) 

In order that Eq. ( 20) be satisfied as a - 0 it is 
necessary that either r 22 , or r7r7r and r 11 tend to 
zero. However the state 1r ( 2 pions) and the state 
1 (longitudinal triplet) are both physical states 
for j = 0 and the pole at a = 0 would represent a 
"ghost." The state 2, on the other hand, (trans
verse triplet, I ms I = 1 ) makes physical sense 
only for j ~ 1. It is therefore natural to take the 
alternative 

(21) 

where p 11 and Prrrr remain finite at a = 0. 
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Moreover, it follows from Eqs. (21) and (19) 
that 

where 

i.e., r1r1 also vanishes at a = 0. 

(22) 

(23) 

4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR SCATTER
ING AMPLITUDES 

It now remains to obtain, on the basis of the ex
pansions (13), (15), and (16), which are valid in the 
physical region of the t channel, expressions for 
the amplitudes U, Fi, and fi in the physical region 
of the s channel at large energies ( t < 0, I z I 
- oo) determined by the P pole. We note that at 
that the amplitudes fia and flo may be ignored. 
Correspondingly, according to Eq. (15) one must 
ignore the amplitude f1• 

The amplitudes F 1 and f2 have expansions iden
tical in structure and coinciding with the expansion 
of U -the amplitude for spinless particles. Ac
cording to the rules found in [t] for the continua
tion of the amplitude U one must: 

1) Expand Eq. (16) into parts even and odd 
in z, replacing Pj ( z) respectively by 1,12 [ Pj ( z) 
± P ( - z ) ]. At that u = u + + u-. 

2) For each of these parts separately one must 
carry out the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation, 
taking the partial amplitudes fj ( t) as having been 
continued into the region of complex j. The result 
is 

1 . - 2 +teo 

u+ = -b ~ 2~n-:-Jt,, u. t) [Pi<- z) +Pi (z)l dj 
1 . 

-- -lOO 
2 

and an analogous expression for u-. 

(24) 

3) Extract the contribution of the P pole. It is 
contained in u+. Taking jp = a(t) > -1,12 andre
placing P a by its asymptotic expression for large 
I z I we obtain 

U- ::rC(::.:) _, 
--sin n:t Tr.:-:.<:: ' (25) 

where 

c Y __ (2::.: + 1) r (2::.: --; 1 )( 1 -'-- i~") 
( .) - za+l [r (:>:--'- 1)] 2 

(C (0) = I). (26) 

We see that if r·wrr remains finite for a = 0 
("ghost" ) then U becomes infinite. If, instead, 
Eq. (21) holds then U remains finite. 

The expression for U, Eq. (25), obviously goes 
over into the expression for F 1 and f2 respectively 
as r7r7r is replaced ty r7r1 and r 11 , and so F1 and 
f2 also will be finite at a = 0 if Eqs. (21) and (22) 
hold. 

Guided by the same rules in obtaining the re
maining amplitudes we encounter the following 
difference. The corresponding sums do not con
tain the value j = 0 (since the states 2 and 3 start 
with the value j = 1 ) . Therefore the integrals into 
which these sums are transformed must be taken 
along a contour that passes to the right of the point 
j = 0. 

For the amplitude fa this integral will have the 
form 

a+ico 

f3 =-+ ~ 2j _;_ l 
j (j-' 1) sin nj f22 (j, t) [P; (z) + p~ (- z)] dj, 

a-ioo (27) 

where 0 < a< 2 (taking into account the fact that 
we are interested in the even part of the amplitude 
only and that to the right of the line Re j = a the 
function f(j, t) has no singularities; for t < 0 one 
may choose a < 1 ). It is relevant that the inte
grand in Eq. (27) has a fixed pole at j = 0. There
fore, if the P pole a ( t) is close to zero one must 
take into account the contributions from both poles 
with the result 

f { C (:>:) ( l - Ct) a-o ' 1 f (0 f) -''} (2 8) 
3 = - :n; (1 + ct) sin Jtet r22Z - T n 22 , z •• 

As a- 0 wehave f22 (0,t) ~ -r2zla and the 
dominant term for large I z I will be 

(29) 

Gell-MannC4J did not take into account the sec
ond term in Eq. (28) and therefore arrived at an 
infinite expression for fa at a = 0. Let us note 
that for a < 0 the dominant contribution in Eq. 
(28) comes from the second term, i.e., from the 
fixed pole. 

For the amplitude f4 we obtain according to 
Eq. (15): 

a+ioo 

/4 = _4i \' dj '2.j + 1 f22 (j, t) 
~ j(j--i--1)sin::rj 

a-ico 

x {[zP; (z)]' + [(- z) P; (-z)]'}. 

Here the integrand has no fixed pole at j = 0. 
Therefore 

f = - naC (cq r za-l 
4 (1 +a) sin Jtct 22 • 

(30) 

(31) 

This expression, too, is finite at a = 0. By com
paring Eq. (31) with Eqs. (28) and (29) we see that 
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for large I z I the amplitude f3 is small compared 
to f4• It then follows from Eq. (8) that one may ig
nore the amplitude H4 of the axial vector interac
tion, as was asserted by Gribov and PomeranchukP0J 

Proceeding in the same way we obtain from Eq. 
(15) for the amplitude f5 

a+ico 

f5=-4i \ dj y· ~i+l .. f12(j, t)[P'.(z)-P'.(-z)]. 
~ J(J+i)SinJlf I I 

-00 ~m 
Because of Eq. (17) the integrand in Eq. (32) has 
no branch point at j = 0 (nor a fixed pole at j = 0). 
Therefore 

f = - n::tC (::t) za:-I 
5 sin 11~ P12 (33) 

and is finite at a = 0. 
The amplitude F 2 is obtained from Eq. (33) by 

replacing P12 by P7r2· 
Introducing the above obtained expressions for 

Fi and fi into Eqs. (6) and (8) we obtain the gen
eral expressions for the spin structure of the am
plitudes U7rN and UNN found in [10•11 ], which, 
consequently, remain valid also in the region 
where the P pole passes through the value a = 0. 
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V. N. Gribov, N. N. Meiman, and I. M. Shmushke
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